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SUBJECT: SUMMARY POSITION OF CONTACT AND CONTROL ROOM (CCR) AND 

SHARED SERVICES PARTNERSHIP (SSP) BUSINESS CASES  

 

 

 
SUMMARY:  
 

This report summarises the further work undertaken on the CCR and SSP business 
cases following questions raised from the Collaboration Panel meeting on 27 
February 2014.   
 

 

 
RECOMMENDATION:     
 

That the Police and Crime Commissioners consider the additional information 
provided in response to questions raised on the business cases and then determine 
the way forward in respect of: 
 
The Contact and Control Room business case 
 
The Shared Services Partnership business case 
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KEY ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION: 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 On 28 February 2014 the collaboration panel meeting of the Norfolk and Suffolk 

Police and Crime Commissioners received business cases from the two Chief 
Constables, developed with the support of Capita, for further collaboration around the 
contact and control rooms (CCRs) and the creation of a shared services partnership 
(SSP). 

 
1.2 These business cases have been developed to build upon the existing strong 

collaborative arrangements between both Constabularies.  They have been compiled 
to enable the continued delivery of quality policing services to local communities 
whilst also assisting to significantly address the projected financial challenges of each 
Constabulary over the next four years.  The two medium term financial plans identify 
a requirement for £20.3m of savings in Norfolk and £16.4m of savings in Suffolk to be 
achieved by 2017/18.  These business cases, if approved, will contribute £3.8m net 
revenue savings towards meeting these financial gaps.  Should the business cases 
not be approved then both Constabularies will need to develop other opportunities, in 
addition to their broader savings programmes, to bridge the contribution shortfalls.  

 
1.3 The business cases were remitted back to the two Chief Constables for further work 

following discussions at the February meeting.  This work has been undertaken and 
is detailed in the two separate reports attached relating to the CCRs and SSP.  
These reports should be read in addition to the previously submitted business cases.  
A summary of the position reached within these papers is outlined below. 

 
 
2. CONTACT AND CONTROL ROOM   
 
2.1 Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies presently operate two separate contact and 

control rooms, one based at Wymondham and the other at Martlesham Heath.  
These rooms operate independently of one another. 

 
2.2 In 2013 a project was concluded to underpin both CCRs with a common ICT 

operating platform, STORM MA.  The cost of this was shared between the 
Constabularies and has realised the benefits intended by the business case.  Most 
notably this has enabled effective cross-border deployment of police resources, 
which in itself has aided existing collaborations between the two forces, such as 
roads policing and dogs.  This migration has also reduced ICT support costs and 
enables the two CCRs to easily share incident data and provides limited real-time 
resilience for one another.  In addition this has opened up the possibility of merging 
the two CCRs into one operation. 

 
2.3 In 2013 Capita were requested by the Constabularies to scope collaboration options 

around the CCRs.  A scoping report was produced and the PCCs and Chief 
Constables requested the option of a merged CCR on one site be developed into a 
business case. 

 
2.4 The business case was presented to the last collaboration panel.  This recommended 

that if the two CCRs were to be merged into a single location that this should be 
located at Wymondham.  This decision was supported by the financial business case.  
This identified that the existing infrastructure in Norfolk would mean that the costs of 
ICT upgrades, estates redevelopment and fall-back facilities would be considerably 
less than that which would need to be incurred to upgrade the Suffolk facilities or 
build a facility elsewhere. 
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2.5 This recommendation has been checked further since the last collaboration panel.  
The costs re-examined and alternative stand-alone options reconsidered.  The 
recommendation for a single merged CCR at Wymondham remains. 

 
  
3. Financial Summary  
 
3.1 The financial case for the control room options have been checked and reviewed.  

This work has included examining necessary investment around the buildings and 
ICT infrastructure.  The revenue savings to be generated from the options have been 
calculated as have projected redundancy costs of downsizing staffing and changing 
location.  Redundancy costs have been calculated on a reasonable worst case 
scenario, which it may be possible to reduce through increasing redeployment. 

 
3.2 The following table summarises the overall financial case for option 1, a single site 

CCR at Wymondham, and option 2, retaining a separate Norfolk and Suffolk CCR.  
   
 

CCR Annual Revenue and Total Transitional Costs Option 1 Option 2 

  OCC 2 x stand-alone 

  £000 £000 

Recurring Annual Revenue Impact from Year 4: 
 

  

Additional Revenue Costs 362 223 

Savings -1,814 -828 

Net Annual Revenue Saving -1,452 -605 

  
 

  

Transitional Costs: (Total Incurred over 4 year period) 
 

  

One off Revenue Costs 2,293 218 

  
 

  

  
 

  

Total Net Revenue Saving over 4 years* -2,057 -1,794 

* total revenue savings, additional ongoing revenue 
costs and transitional revenue costs 

 
  

  
 

  

Total Capital Costs 2,238 1,322 

  
 

  

  
 

  

25 year Net Present Value Benefit 28,073 12,630 

      

          Table 1 
 
4. Alternative Options  
 
4.1 Alternative options have been examined for retaining two separate control rooms and 

the opportunities that exist to reduce costs within the two existing set ups.  A ‘Do 
minimum’ option in each CCR has been considered and costings obtained for the 
savings that it is reasonably believed can be obtained, drawing upon those with 
experience of both CCRs.  The extent to which further savings could be driven out is 
dependent upon the risk-appetite and levels of service to be achieved from each 
CCR.  The ‘Do Minimum’ option has been costed based upon what is considered to 
be an acceptable service level.  It should be noted that for option 2 this is a reduction 
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on the existing levels of service delivered by each CCR and is also a lesser level of 
service to that designed into Option 1. 

 
5. Service Levels 
 
5.1 The resourcing levels within the business case have been constructed around 

delivering service levels to the public of answering 90% of 999 calls within 10 
seconds and 90% of non-emergency calls within 30 seconds. The modelling of call 
volumes undertaken gives confidence that the resourcing levels will be able to 
achieve these performance levels, improving on the performance presently achieved 
by both control rooms. 

 
5.2 The demand modelling has indicated that the stand-alone options outlined for the two 

CCRs will not enable the same service levels to be achieved whilst also delivering on 
savings.  Some degradation of call-answering service levels within the CCRs could 
therefore be expected, dependent upon the extent of savings to be generated from 
the stand-alone options. 

 
6. Local Knowledge 
 
6.1 The loss of local knowledge has been raised by some staff and communities as being 

of concern in the single CCR proposal.  Whilst the concerns are understood, the way 
in which modern control rooms function virtually eliminate this risk.  The technology 
utilised in call-handling presents calls to call takers with subscriber details (number, 
name and address) already populated or mobile phone locations triangulated.  
Mapping software is then able to map these locations accurately across Norfolk or 
Suffolk.  Calls can be updated with previous histories, local names and other 
information relevant to police response.  Call takers are also trained to carefully 
question callers to ensure that the correct information is elicited to direct the 
appropriate police response. The merged CCR proposal also incorporates 
geographically focused desks of call takers and dispatchers that would enable this 
local knowledge to be built. 

 
6.2 The Ambulance Service and Fire and Rescue Services both identify that local 

knowledge has not been a barrier to effective deployment decisions in their 
regional/sub-regional control room set-ups. 

 
7. Resilience 
 
7.1  Both Constabularies need to consider resilience of their CCR operations in the event 

of incidents that interrupt the normal operation of these facilities.  Whilst such events 
may be rare and have not previously occurred in either control room to any significant 
extent, continuity of service to the public is paramount. 

 
7.2 Norfolk has a remote dedicated fall-back facility at Dereham to provide this resilience 

in the event that the CCR at Wymondham ceases to operate.  A similar dedicated 
fall-back facility does not exist in Suffolk, but the migration of Suffolk to STORM has 
increased the resilience for both CCRs.  This now enables interoperability between 
the Wymondham and Martlesham Heath CCRs, providing some short-notice 
immediate resilience. STORM has also enabled Dereham to provide limited medium-
term fall-back facilities in the event of total loss of either the Wymondham or 
Martlesham site, although this would still require further investment to make this fully 
capable as Suffolk fall-back.   

 
7.3 Some resilience risks remain for both CCRs.  The business case seeks to mitigate 

these through additional investment in ICT equipment in moving to a single CCR.  If a 
decision is taken for the CCRs to remain standalone the resilience options for Suffolk 
in particular will need reconsidering and risk-based decisions made upon additional 
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investment that may be required in the infrastructure and dedicated fall-back options.  
This investment could be up to £1.322m. 

 
 
8. Human Resources Impact 
 
8.1 It is recognised that a single CCR based at Wymondham will create impacts for staff, 

particularly those presently employed within the CCR at Martlesham.  Should a single 
CCR be agreed, opportunities will be provided for Suffolk CCR staff to redeploy to the 
Wymondham CCR.  The terms of such redeployments will be determined in 
accordance with joint redeployment policies in discussion with Unison. 

 
8.2 Given the distances involved, it is recognised that for many this may not provide for 

realistic redeployment options, creating redundancy situations for many staff.  It is 
also recognised that within the CCR female and part-time workers are well-
represented.  Such workers are more likely to have caring responsibilities and the 
move to a single CCR could have a disproportionate impact for such worker groups. 
Redundancy calculations have been revised to reflect these impacts.  

 
8.3 To mitigate the impacts, both Constabularies will continue to seek alternative 

redeployment options for displaced staff in other functions.  If the Shared Service 
Partnership proposals were to be approved alongside a single CCR and implemented 
on a similar timescale, this would undoubtedly provide some additional redeployment 
opportunities for displaced Suffolk staff to mitigate the impact.  Similar mitigation 
could be expected in Norfolk for staff affected by a SSP move to Suffolk in providing 
redeployment options in a single Norfolk based CCR.  

 
9. Contact and Control Room Recommendation 
 
9.1 That the Police and Crime Commissioners consider the additional information 

provided in response to questions raised on the contact and control room business 
case and then determine the way forward. 
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10. SHARED SERVICES PARTNERSHIP 
 
10.1 Capita was also commissioned by the PCCs to detail options for moving to a Shared 

Service Partnership between Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies. Following the 
presentation of an option appraisal they were commissioned to produce an outline 
SSP business case.  SSPs have been widely adopted across public and private 
sector organisations, proving both effective and efficient.    

 
10.2 A shared services partnership would provide a very different way of delivering 

support services to the two Constabularies than that presently experienced.  The 
design will encapsulate current provision that forms part of Human Resources, 
Finance, Resource Management Units, Procurement, Estates and Transport 
Services. Resources would largely be brigaded into one location enabling new 
efficiencies to be derived and fundamentally different ways of operating to be 
established.  It will mean a paradigm shift for the Constabularies to significant self-
service options, supported by a service desk and business partners.  This model is 
quite different to the largely siloed arrangement within the current business support 
collaboration. 

 
10.3 Whilst there are various configurations involving the public and/or private sector 

within which a SSP could be created, Capita advised that any SSP should initially 
prioritise the provision of support services to the two Constabularies.  Strategically 
there may be opportunities to be able to extend this to other partners in due course.  
The business case has consequently concentrated on creating a SSP between the 
two Constabularies.  Enquiries with other potential police and public sector partners 
for broadening any SSP will need further work to understand if any substantial 
appetite for this exists. 

 
10.4 Underpinning ICT provides the bedrock for any successful SSP arrangement, 

enabling the transformation in the way support functions are provided. Norfolk and 
Suffolk Constabularies have commenced this ICT infrastructure transformation 
through a separate project with Capgemini to introduce an Oracle-based e-business 
suite, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) ICT system known as T-Police.  
Capgemini have confirmed that the T-Police system will be fully compatible with the 
SSP proposals and also advise that this is the logical next step for the Constabularies 
to capitalise on the service and savings opportunities presented by the ERP.    

 
10.5 T-Police is designed specifically to support policing and has been successfully 

implemented in Cheshire & Northamptonshire in the Multi-Force Shared Service and 
Lincolnshire.  The system is able to support police to police collaboration as it is 
designed around police processes with an overlay of police regulations and police 
standards.  The system enables on-boarding of other police forces within an SSP or 
other back office support structure.  Additional ICT systems would need to be 
procured to support Local Authority back office functions.    

 
11. Location 
 
11.1 Unlike the CCR business case, a firm proposal for the SSP location is less clear cut.  

The Chief Constables consider that the SSP is best located within Suffolk and a 
number of options have been explored around this.  This has included looking at new 
build, lease and existing options of utilising Suffolk Constabulary premises. 

 
11.2 The precise estates costs cannot be determined until an actual location is identified 

and formal negotiations commenced.  Consequently the business case has identified 
indicative costs based upon known market rates, experience and expected SSP 
configuration.  It is considered this is sufficient to be able to provide strong indicators 
of appropriate locations and to assess the viability of the business case overall. 
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12. Financial Case 
 
12.1 Estates, ICT and redundancy costs have been revised from the initial outline 

business case following further scrutiny of the target operating model and likely 
resourcing requirements. 

 
12.2 The financial business case identifies substantial long-term savings for both 

Constabularies from adoption of the SSP model.  These are detailed in the following 
table which includes details of the annual revenue and total transitional costs. 

 
12.3 The table below clearly shows that the annual ongoing savings, after transitional 

 costs, are greater for the SSP than the “do minimum” options.  The investment 
 appraisal assessment, using the net present value (NPV) technique, also  clearly 
 shows that the SSP options deliver more benefits than “do minimum”.  The revenue 
 impact over four years is not as high for SSP, due to the estimated level of 
 transitional costs. However, these are one-off invest-to-save costs that facilitate 
 delivering significantly more savings over the medium to longer-term thus protecting 
 the front-line over a longer period. 

 

SSP Annual Revenue and Total Transitional Costs                                                                                                      Table 2 

  Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4a Option 4b Option 5 

  PHQ New Build LMH 
New Build 
West Sfk 

Lease - 
Ipswich 

Lease West 
Sfk 

Do Minimum 

  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Recurring Annual 
Revenue Impact 
from Year 4: 

     
  

Additional Revenue 
Costs 

281 608 629 485 485 0 

Savings -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -1,796 

Net Annual 
Revenue Saving 

-2,328 -2,001 -1,980 -2,124 -2,124 -1,796 

  
     

  

Transitional Costs 
(Total Incurred 
over 4 year 
period): 

     
  

One off Revenue 
Costs 

2,166 2,204 1,338 2,203 1,337 501 

  
     

  

Total Net Revenue 
Saving over 4 
years* 

-4,010 -2,645 -3,422 -3,160 -4,026 -5,951 

* total revenue 
savings, additional 
ongoing revenue 
costs and 
transitional 
revenue costs 

     
  

  
     

  

Total Capital Costs 3,226 6,618 7,447 1,168 1,168 0 

  
     

  

25 year Net 
Present Value 
Benefit 

45,272 39,890 40,281 40,686 41,552 37,118 
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13. Alternative Options 
 
13.1 If the SSP is not agreed the implementation of the ERP will nevertheless provide 

some opportunities to reduce cost in support functions, although these will not be as 
significant as those provided for by an SSP. 

 
13.2 A small amount of savings remain to be claimed from the initial business support 

review between the two forces, these being predicated on the implementation of an 
ERP solution.  These savings (£1.3m) will be able to be realised when the ERP is 
implemented from April 2015.  The savings will be achievable with or without the SSP 
structure. 

 
13.3 Alternative opportunities could be pursued in business support functions beyond this 

by further reducing staffing, possibly by concentrating some functions entirely at one 
location (Wymondham or Martlesham Heath).  A limited amount of efficiencies are 
expected from such changes with additional savings beyond this then requiring 
service level reductions within these functions.  Such co-location and rationalisation 
of the existing silos will not deliver the same level of savings or service as the SSP 
model on account that this will not yield the additional efficiencies and flexibilities 
inherent in the SSP model.  Redundancies could still be anticipated from taking this 
alternative approach, albeit that these may be shared more equitably between the 
two forces depending upon where certain functions are co-located to. 

 
14. Human Resources Impact 
 
14.1 The location chosen for any SSP will be the biggest determinant for the impact on 

individuals.  It can be expected that a Suffolk based SSP will have a greater impact 
on Norfolk staff than Suffolk based staff.  The extent of this impact varies dependent 
upon the chosen location in Suffolk and proximity to good transport routes.  
Redeployment options will be sought for affected staff wherever possible. 

 
14.2  Redundancy costs have been calculated based upon the residence locations of 

individuals presently employed across affected functions in both Constabularies.  
These costs vary with the SSP location options.  Not surprisingly the more significant 
redundancy costs are due to Norfolk staff, with West Suffolk options providing the 
greatest opportunity to mitigate these. 

 
14.3 Many roles within a SSP will be considerably different to those presently within the 

Constabulary support functions.  This may mean that like for like redeployment will 
not always be possible and some retraining/reskilling is expected to be necessary for 
staff. 

 
14.4 Redeployment opportunities for staff from an SSP implementation could be improved 

further if a decision was also made on a single CCR and these two business cases 
were implemented on a similar timescale.  This would then likely provide displaced 
Norfolk support staff, in addition to redeployment to the SSP, with some alternative 
redeployment options in a single CCR.  Similar options may exist for displaced 
Suffolk CCR staff to the SSP. 

 
15.  Shared Services Partnership Recommendation 
 
15.1 That the Police and Crime Commissioners consider the additional information 

provided in response to questions raised on the shared services partnership business 
case and then determine the way forward.
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ORIGINATOR CHECKLIST (MUST BE COMPLETED) 

 
PLEASE STATE 
‘YES’ OR ‘NO’ 
 

 
Has legal advice been sought on this submission? 
 

 
No 

 
Has the PCC’s Chief Finance Officer been consulted? 
 

 
Yes 

 
Have equality, diversity and human rights implications been considered 
including equality analysis, as appropriate? 
 

 
Yes 

 
Have human resource implications been considered? 
 

 
Yes 

 
Is the recommendation consistent with the objectives in the Police and 
Crime Plan? 
 

 
Yes 

 
Has consultation been undertaken with people or agencies likely to be 
affected by the recommendation? 
 

 
Yes 

 
Has communications advice been sought on areas of likely media 
interest and how they might be managed? 
 

 
Yes 

 
In relation to the above, have all relevant issues been highlighted in the 
‘other implications and risks’ section of the submission? 
 

 
Yes 

 
 
 
 

 


